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six sigma software project developments. The work has been conducted using the flexible software system methodology framework.
For computing information (software developer and software tools) flexibility and lean six sigma software project development, all
variables achieving towards software developer’s flexibility, software tools flexibility and lean six sigma software developments are
identified. To determine their corresponding weights, fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) has been employed. The present
research includes only software developers and software tools as the elements of information flexibility. Other software
information’s may also be included to compute overall software information flexibility. The present research provides direction to
assess the status of information flexibility and lean six sigma software developments. This research will help the software industries
management to identify the problems to manage information flexibility and execute an effective lean six sigma software
development. In this research, the theoretical perspective has been used and associated with software information flexibility and
lean software development.

Keywords: Software information flexibility, Regression analysis, Software organization, lean six sigma software development

Abbreviations: FAHP - Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process

1. INTRODUCTION

Software development systems in the modern days have become complexity as a variety of software’s, software tools, software

platforms and other inputs are being employed for software production purpose [1][2][3]. This complexity along with software
market uncertainties require the software development system to respond quickly to changes [4][5]. Today, price of the software
product is also set in the market by the software customers. So, reducing wastage of software information’s and moving towards
execution of lean six sigma software development have become important strategies to achieve price cutting [6][7][8]. Achieving
higher levels of software productivity in this complex software environment requires a software system to rapidly adjust itself to
complexities, uncertainties, and changes [9][11]. Software developments face an increasingly uncertain external environment as the
rate of change in software customer expectations, global competition, and software technology accelerates [34]. Software
researchers and software managers contend that flexibility is a strategic imperative that enables industries to cope with uncertainty
[25]. Flexibility is the software company’s ability to meet an increasing variety of software customer expectations without excessive
prices, duration, software industries performance losses. Software flexibility is the ability to do things differently or do something
else should the requirement arise [30] [32][33] reports that Flexibility is also the ability of a software system to respond or react to a
change with minimum penalty in time, effort or price [34][35][36]. The change may be inside or outside. Lean six sigma software
developments is a systematic approach for identifying and removing waste in operations through continuous development,
minimizing operating price of the software system and fulfilling software customers’ desire for more value at the lowest cost
[37][38][39]. Software developer and software tools are among the important information of software Development Company which
can significantly contribute to execute lean six sigma software project development shown by [40]. Some software managers have
quoted software information flexibility (software developers and software tools) as the lowest level dimensions of software
development flexibility and believe that these serve as the building blocks of the hierarchy. Software information flexibility in the
form of software developer and software tools flexibility can be judiciously exploited towards minimization in wastages of software
information’s of software Development Company to achieve lean six sigma software development [30][32][42]. This paper presents
to managing software developer and software tools flexibility to execute lean six sigma software development in industry.

2.  METHODOLOGY
The flexibility of software system methodology framework is based on the situational philosophy and believed in software
developing a unique approach for each problem deriving inspiration from the software developments in software system
methodology in terms of schemes of software systems techniques using the programmed as well as creative approaches in an
interactive behavior. The philosophy of combined methods is generalized over the whole spectrum of software system techniques in
the framework of flexible software system methodology framework [42]. It is an evolving approach which can take care of the varied
software requirements of problem situations in a flexible manner, for the present research, [26] from the basis for identification of
software information flexibility variables and for lean six sigma software development variables. Ten variables contributing toward
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software developer flexibility, seven variables contributing toward software tools flexibility and nine variables contributing toward
lean six sigma software development are considering for present research as shown in Tables 1-3, respectively. Weights of some
variables are more than the others [22][21]. To determine their relative weights, FAHP has been employed [9][10][11]. Each variable
has been compared with other variables pair-wise. Three experts; one software manager, one senior software production executive
and academician are selected to cover the different fields and increase the software reliability of the FAHP. They, however, filled the
response in qualitative score of very low, low, medium, high and very high as the difference between the importances of two
variables. These quality measurement answers are converted in the quantitative values using the grades as: very low -1; low-3;
medium-5; high-7 and very high-9. Their contributing weights to software developers’ flexibility, software tools flexibility and lean six
sigma software developments are calculated by drawing position matrix from the software experts’ response. The weight of each
variable has been determined by computing an Eigen vector and normalizing it for each software expert’s answers. To obtain higher
degree of accuracy, the final weightage of each variable of software developer flexibility, software tools flexibility and lean six sigma
software developments are computed by taking mean of weightage computed for each software expert as depicted in Tables 1, 2, 3
respectively.

Table 1 Weightage of software developer flexibility variables

Sr.
No.

Variables Software
Champion-
I weight

Software
Champion-
II weight

Software
Champion-III
weight

Average
weight

Standard
deviation

1 SDF1-Ability of software developers to develop on
different software platform

0.350 0.370 0.340 0.353 0.017

2 SDF2-Programming skill level of software
developers to perform different projects 0.210 0.111 0.197 0.173 0.052

3 SDF3-Cost effectiveness of software developers
over software project change 0.023 0.022 0.043 0.029 0.012

4 SDF4-Software reliability of software developers
over software project change 0.112 0.111 0.098 0.107 0.008

5 SDF5-Attitude of software developers towards
software project change

0.052 0.047 0.020 0.039 0.017

6 SDF6-Software productivity effectiveness due to
change

0.052 0.111 0.043 0.068 0.037

7 SDF7-Co-operation of software developers in
achieving software production targets 0.023 0.047 0.043 0.037 0.013

8 SDF8-Ability of software production developers
to perform code inspection of software projects 0.052 0.047 0.098 0.065 0.028

9 SDF9-Ability of software production developers
to do autonomous maintenance

0.112 0.111 0.098 0.107 0.008

10 SDF10-Training of software developers 0.023 0.022 0.020 0.021 0.012
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Table 2 Weightage of software tools flexibility variables

Sr. No. Variables Software
Champion-
I weight

Software
Champion-
II weight

Software
Champion-III
weight

Average
weight

Standard
deviation

1
STF1-Ability of software tools to perform

diverse set of operations
0.400 0.389 0.418 0.402 0.015

2 STF2-Software tools setup or change over 0.024 0.037 0.051 0.037 0.013

3
STF3-Time & effort needed to change the

software tools and operations
0.101 0.085 0.051 0.079 0.025

4
STF4-Software cost effectiveness of

operations over software change
0.050 0.037 0.026 0.037 0.010

5
STF5-Software productivity effectiveness due

to change of software tools
0.101 0.098 0.113 0.104 0.010

6
STF6-Obsolescence rate of software tools at

introduction of new software products
0.180 0.190 0.229 0.199 0.023

7
STF7-Software reliability of software tools over

project change
0.150 0.166 0.113

0.143
0.023

Table 3 Weightage of lean six sigma software development flexibility variables

Sr. No. Variables Software
Champion-I
weight

Software
Champion-
II weight

Software
Champion-III
weight

Average
weight

Standar
d
deviatio
n

1 LSS1-Elimination of waste 0.337 0.359 0.359 0.351 0.013
2 LSS2-Continuous improvement in software

development
0.043 0.046 0.046 0.045 0.002

3 LSS3-Zero defects in software projects 0.090 0.100 0.100 0.096 0.010
4 LSS4-Just in time software deliveries 0.180 0.205 0.204 0.196 0.020
5 LSS5-Pull of raw software data’s 0.043 0.046 0.100 0.063 0.032
6 LSS6-Multifunctional software teams 0.178 0.100 0.100 0.126 0.045
7 LSS7-Decentralization 0.021 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.001
8 LSS8-Integration functions 0.090 0.100 0.046 0.078 0.028
9 LSS9-Vertical information of software

systems
0.021 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.001

A consistency index (CI) and consistency ratio (CR) is also computed to verify numerical and transitive consistency and validity of
software experts’ judgments for software developers’ flexibility, software tools flexibility and lean six sigma software development
variables separately. The software data for software developer flexibility, software tool flexibility and lean six sigma software
development variables is collected by using a specially designed questionnaire and conducting personnel interaction with software
developers’ of different levels. Queries have been framed related to these variables to know the response of the company to these
variables. Software developer flexibility, software tool flexibility and lean six sigma software development have been measured on 0
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development variables is collected by using a specially designed questionnaire and conducting personnel interaction with software
developers’ of different levels. Queries have been framed related to these variables to know the response of the company to these
variables. Software developer flexibility, software tool flexibility and lean six sigma software development have been measured on 0
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Table 2 Weightage of software tools flexibility variables

Sr. No. Variables Software
Champion-
I weight

Software
Champion-
II weight

Software
Champion-III
weight

Average
weight

Standard
deviation

1
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diverse set of operations
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3
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software tools and operations
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4
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5
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0.101 0.098 0.113 0.104 0.010

6
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0.180 0.190 0.229 0.199 0.023

7
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0.143
0.023

Table 3 Weightage of lean six sigma software development flexibility variables

Sr. No. Variables Software
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Software
Champion-
II weight

Software
Champion-III
weight

Average
weight

Standar
d
deviatio
n
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0.021 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.001
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to 1 scale. Multiple regression analysis is also carried out to analyze the contribution of two or more resource flexibility variables to
the lean six sigma software development. The value of each variable is computed as follows:

Value of Xth Variable = ∑ ∗ Wx (i)
Where, ∑ = ℎ .Smax = sum of maximum probable grade of all questions based upon Xth variable.Wx = weight of Xth variable through FA .( ) = ∑ SDFi ∗ WFi (ii)

Where, SDFi is the ith variable value of software developer flexibility and WFi is its weight computed from FAHP:

Software tools (STF) = STFi ∗ WFi (iii)
Where, STFi is the ith variable value of software tool flexibility and WFi is its weight computed from FAHP:

Lean Six Sigma Software Development (LSS) = ∗ ( )
Where, LSSi is the ith variable value of lean six sigma software development and WFi is its weight computed from FAHP.

A complete research has been conducted in organizational firm involved in software development of software project module
with an objective to analyze minutely the practices being followed for software managing resource (software developer and software
tools) flexibility and to look into the difficulties and constraints being faced by the software company while executing lean six sigma
software development in their software systems. The status of various variables of information flexibility and lean six sigma software
development are computed through questionnaire and personnel interaction.

It is not required that all the variables of software developer flexibility, software tool flexibility and lean six sigma software
development have equal contribution towards total software developer flexibility, software tool flexibility and lean six sigma
software development, respectively. The impact of one may be greater than other. So, the FAHP has been used for finding the
weight of each variable towards software developer flexibility, software tool flexibility and lean six sigma software developments,
respectively [35][40]. Describes and elaborates FAHP. Paired comparison is based on the idea that a complex issue can be effectively
tested if it is hierarchically decomposed into its elements. The parts are compared with each other. This supplies an opportunity for a
pair-wise comparison for developing the structure into NxN reciprocal judgment matrix. In the matrix, one begins with an part on
the left and compares how much more significant it is than an part on top. When compared with itself, the ratio is one. When
compared with another part, if it is more significant than that part, an integer number, as explained below, is assigned. If, however, it
is less significant, then reciprocal of the previous integer number is assigned. In either case reciprocal number is entered in the
transpose position matrix. Thus, only N(N-1)/2 judgments are considered where N is the total number. The judgment is to
concentrate on only two parts at a time. A scale of 1-9 is used for assigning judgment number according to the following guide
lines:

= 1 if i and j are equally significance.
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= 3 if i is weakly more significance than j.
=5 if i is strongly more significance than j.
= 7 if i is very strongly more significance than j.
= 9 if i is absolutely more significance than j.

Values 2, 4, 6 and 8 are used to compromise between two judgments.

The weightage of the variables are obtained by computing the eigen vector weights for the judgment matrix. An index of
consistency is computed to provide information on how serious is violations of numerical and transitive consistency. The outcomes
could be used to seek additional information and re-test the data used in constructing the scale in order to better consistency. Each
element in column j of pair wise comparison matrix is divided by the sum of the entries in column j. This gives normalized matrix Xw.

=
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎡ ∑ ∑ … ∑⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯… … ⋯ ⋯∑ ∑ … ∑ ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎤

Eigen vector “V” is found out by dividing the sum of all the entries in rows I with “n” no. parameters of normalized matrix:

=
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡ 12……
⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤ =

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡ ∑ + ∑ + ⋯ + 1∑⋯ … … …… … … …∑ + ∑ + … + ∑ ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎤

It is necessary to check the consistency in the pair wise comparison matrix and the validation of the FAHP. Following procedure is
adopted to find out “CI”.

Step 1 Calculate “XV”:

= 11 12 … 121 22 … 2… … … …… … … … ⎣⎢⎢⎢
⎡ 12
⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤ = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ 12…… ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤
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The CI is calculated as follows:

= −( − )
Where n is the number of parts being compared and is the largest Eigen value of the judgment matrix:

= ∑
Step 2 Find the maximum Eigen value, consistency index (CI), consistency ratio (CR), and normalized numbers for each criterion
alternative. CR can be computed by dividing CI by the random consistency value for the same size matrix:

=
If the maximum Eigen value, CI, and CR are acceptable, then decision is taken based on the normalized numbers; else the

procedure is continued till these numbers lies in a useful range CR can be obtained. The satisfactory number of CR is less than ten
percent shown by Womack and jones (2005). If CR is not within this range, participants should understand the problem and
reconsider their judgment.

The values of CI for software developer flexibility variables is 7.520, 5.060, 6.660 percent and CR is 4.980, 3.350 and 4.410 percent
as computed from the response of three software experts, respectively. As shown in Table 1, most important variable of software
developer flexibility is “ability of software developers to develop on different software platforms SDF1” with 35.20 percent. This has
been followed by “programming skill level of software developers to perform different projects SDF2” with a weightage of 17.10
percent, “software reliability of software developers over project change SDF4” and “ability of software production developers to
perform autonomous software maintenance SDF9” with 10.70 percent each. Other variables have got a weightage of less than 10
percent, presenting that they are comparatively less significant in computation of software developer flexibility. Ability of software
developers to develop on different software platforms is significant as it enables deployment of developers on platforms and
projects other than the ones they normally develop on. In many industries it is a practice now to train the developers on more than
one project to achieve this.

The value of consistency index for software tools flexibility variables is 8.920, 5.290, 7.430 percent and consistency ratio is 9.840,
4.010 and 5.620 percent as computed from the response of three software experts, respectively. Table 2 shows the weightage of
software tool flexibility variables. The most important variable of software tool flexibility is “ability of software tools to perform
diverse set of operations” with 40.400 percent weightage. This has been followed in order by “obsolescence rate of software tools at
introduction of new software products -STF6” with 20 percent, next variable is “Software reliability of software tools over software
project change - STF7” with 14.2 percent and “software productivity effectiveness due to change of software tool- STF5” with 10.3
percent. Other variables which have got a weightage of less than 10 percent are: “duration and effort required changing the
software tools and operations” 7.8 percent, “STF2-software tool setup or changeover” 3.7 percent and “software price effectiveness
of operations over software change- STF4” 3.6 percent.

The values of CI for lean six sigma software development variables is 7.510, 7.250, 7.110 percent and CR is 5.170, 5.000 and 4.900
percent as computed from the response of three software experts, respectively. Weightage of lean six sigma software development
parameters are shown in Table 3. The most important variable of lean six sigma software development is “elimination of waste-LSS1”
with 35.2 percent and followed by “just in time software deliveries- LSS4” with 19.6 percent and “multifunctional software teams-
LSS6” with 12.6 percent. Other variables have got a weightage of less than 10 percent, representing that they are comparatively less
important in computation of lean six sigma software developments. Elimination of waste is significant as it enables utilization of
software resources and maximization of the software productivity of a company. As the values of CI and CR fall within the acceptable
limits for all the three software experts and for all software developer flexibility, software tool flexibility and lean six sigma software
development variables validates the software reliability and consistency of FAHP. All variables of software tool flexibility, software
developer flexibility and lean six sigma software development show significant standard deviation except SDF2. It is clearly illustrated
that opinion of all the experts regarding the contribution weightage toward overall software developer flexibility, software tool
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flexibility and lean six sigma software development by their respective variables is significantly consistent except in case of  “skill
level of software developers to perform different projects” towards software developer flexibility.

3. RESULTS
A research has been conducted at Software organization. It develops different software projects. The industry is equipped to achieve
highly intricate profiles on software developments. The company has also procured advanced technology.

Software organization has a dedicated workforce of 651, out of which seven are senior executives, 47 software engineers, 359
skilled software developers, 99 semi skilled developers, 100 maintenance engineers and 39 are unskilled employees. Table 4 shows
the values of various variables of software developer flexibility computed through case study.

Table 4 Evaluation of software developer flexibility at Software Company

Sr. No. Variable Software questionnaire Interaction Mean Success in percentage
1 SDF1 0.2640 0.2700 0.2670 76.00
2 SDF2 0.1100 0.1230 0.1165 71.00
3 SDF3 0.0230 0.0220 0.0225 77.50
4 SDF4 0.0640 0.0860 0.0750 70.00
5 SDF5 0.0100 0.0300 0.0200 43.00
6 SDF6 0.0700 0.0500 0.0600 85.10
7 SDF7 0.0300 0.0300 0.0315 77.50
8 SDF8 0.0530 0.0530 0.0530 80.00
9 SDF9 0.0640 0.0740 0.0690 65.00
10 SDF10 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 81.00

Software developer flexibility 0.7100 0.7500 0.7300 73.00

76.00 percent of the developers have been trained to develop on different software tools within the company. So in case of
absenteeism, there is generally no problem of shifting the developers from one tool to another within the company. 71.00 percent
of skilled developers are able to handle different types of projects with same ease and efficiency. Over 70.00 percent of the software
developers have multiple skills. Most of the developers are price effective and show good levels of productivity when performing
projects other than their routine projects. They have been adequately trained and have positive attitude towards project change.
Software training programs are regularly conducted. The aspects of software production developers performing inspection projects
and taking up software maintenance are also at satisfactory level. The overall software developer flexibility is shown as 73.10
percent.

Table 5 shows the values of software tools flexibility variables computed through case study. Overall 69.00 percent software tools
are general purpose tools and capable of perform different set operations. The special purpose tools also have some degree of
software tool flexibility and can handle the parts of various sizes. About 62.00 percent of the software tools have easy setup and
changeover from one operation to other. 85.30 percent of tools require low effort and duration to change the tools. 65.10 percent of
the same type tools are not price effective due to change of operations. Only 47.70 percent tools are equally software productive
and 78.80 percent tools are also capable of producing new software products. 88.30 percent tools are equally reliable over project
change. The overall tool flexibility is shown as 72.30 percent.
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Table 5 Evaluation of software tool flexibility at Software Company

Sr. No. Variable Software questionnaire Interaction Mean Success in percentage
1 STF1 0.2830 0.2730 0.2780 69.00
2 STF2 0.0220 0.0240 0.0230 62.00
3 0.0630 0.0700 0.0670 85.30
4 STF4 0.0220 0.0250 0.0230 65.10
5 STF5 0.0410 0.0570 0.0490 47.70
6 STF6 0.1600 0.1550 0.1570 78.80
7 STF7 0.1300 0.1240 0.1250 88.30

Software tools flexibility 0.7160 0.7300 0.7230 72.30

Table 6 Evaluation of lean six sigma software development at Software Company

Sr. No. Variable Software questionnaire Interaction Mean Success in percentage
1 LSS1 0.2990 0.2750 0.2870 81.70
2 LSS2 0.0360 0.0380 0.0370 81.70
3 LSS3 0.0580 0.0660 0.0620 64.20
4 LSS4 0.1470 0.1530 0.1500 76.70
5 LSS5 0.0420 0.0430 0.0425 67.40
6 LSS6 0.1010 0.1060 0.1035 82.00
7 LSS7 0.0180 0.0160 0.0170 77.20
8 LSS8 0.0680 0.0550 0.0615 78.60
9 LSS9 0.0150 0.0160 0.0155 69.00

Lean Six Sigma software
development

0.7820 0.7700 0.7800 77.50

Table 6 shows the values of different variables of lean six sigma software development computed through case study. G-soft
achieved 77.50 percent of overall lean six sigma software development through eliminating the 81.70 percent wastes from the
software development system. The results also depict that about 80 percent of the total seven wastes are eliminated at Software
Company. 81.70 percent continuous improvement is achieved through adopting the concept of software quality circles, kaizen
software teams, conducting software training programs. 64.20 percent zero defects is achieved through executing Six Sigma
methodologies. 76.70 percent just in time deliveries is achieved through reducing the one day inventory of finished software
products, three days inventory of bought out parts and six days inventory of raw data’s. 67.40 percent pull of raw data’s is achieved
through utilizing Kanban cards for data movement and software production purposes. Size of batch is also reduced over the
passage of time. 82.00 percent multifunctional software teams are software developed for proper manpower utilization. 77.20
percent decentralization is achieved through delegating the powers at various levels. 78.60 percent functions are integrated through
software quality policy. 69.00 percent vertical information systems are adopted in the company.

The analysis of multiple regressions has been identifying set of parameters which conjointly contribute significantly towards the
criterion parameter. A stepwise multiple linear regression analysis enables to know the most relevant parameters which account for
maximum variance in the criterion from the total set of parameters. Multiple regression analysis is a method of analyzing the
collective and separate contribution of two or more independent parameters “X” to the variation of dependent parameters “Y”
illustrated by Zhang et al (2012).
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Table 7 Results for the analysis of multiple linear regressions

Parameters
criterion

Prediction
parameter
s

Selected parameters Multiple
correlation (R)

% of
Attribution ( )

F value Significant

LSS1 All
variables of
software
resource
flexibility

SDF1,SDF3,SDF5,STF4 0.7810 61.00 18.51811 0.00000
LSS2 SDF1,SDF2,SDF10,STF1 0.7220 52.12 12.40400 0.00000
LSS3 SDF1,SDF2 0.6100 37.21 13.75512 0.00000
LSS4 SDF1,SDF2,SDF5,SDF10,STF

1
0.8200 67.24 16.7514 0.00000

LSS5 SDF1,SDF4,SDF5,SDF10,STF
1,STF2

0.8410 70.72 17.72300 0.00000

LSS6 SDF1,SDF2,SDF10,STF1,STF
5

0.8520 72.59 24.14000 0.00000

LSS7 SDF1,SDF8,STF1,STF7 0.7620 58.06 16.39700 0.00000
LSS8 SDF1,SDF2,SDF10,STF3,STF

6
0.8230 67.73 19.11911 0.00000

LSS9 SDF1,SDF4,SDF5,STF3 0.7310 53.44 13.30000 0.00000
LSS SDF1,SDF2,SDF5,SDF10,STF

1
0.8720 76.04 29.53000 0.00000

Table 7 represents that the results of analysis of multiple linear regression of various variables of software resource flexibility
towards lean six sigma software development variables and overall lean six sigma software developments.

4. DISCUSSION
Out of seventeen parameters only four parameters SDF1, SDF3, SDF5 and STF4 have emerged to be significant predictors of LSS1.

Conjoint predictive value of these resource flexibility variables for elimination of waste is 61.00 percent. The analysis depicts that the
conjoint predictive value of SDF1, SDF2, SDF10 and STF1 for LSS2 is 52.12 percent. So 52.12 percent of whatever leads to increase in
continuous improvement is attributable to these four variables. Two variables SDF1, SDF2 contribute significantly towards achieving
defects free software. The value of illustrates that conjoint predictive value of these two variables towards zero defects is 37.21
percent. Five variables SDF1, SDF2, SDF5, SDF10 and STF1 significantly contribute 67.24 percent towards just in time deliveries LSS4.
Six parameters SDF1, SDF4, SDF5,SDF10, STF1 and STF2 have emerged to be significant predictors of pull of raw data LSS5. Conjoint
predictive value of these variables for pull of raw data’s is 70.72 percent. Five variables SDF1, SDF2, SDF10, STF1and STF5 have
emerged to be significant predictors of multifunctional software teams LSS6. Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables
for multifunctional software teams is 72.59 percent. Four variables, SDF1, SDF8, STF1, STF7 have emerged to be significant predictors
of decentralization LSS7. Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables for decentralization is 58.06 percent. Five variables
SDF1, SDF2, SDF10, STF1 and STF5 have emerged to be significant predictors of LSS8. Collective conjoint predictive value of these
variables for LSS8 is 67.73 percent. Four variables SDF1, SDF4, SDF5 and STF3 have emerged to be significant predictors of LSS9.
Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables for vertical information systems is 53.44 percent. Five variables
SDF1,SDF2,SDF5,SDF10 and STF1 have emerged to be significant predictors of overall lean six sigma software development LSS.
Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables for lean six sigma software development is 76.04 percent. It is inferred that
76.04 percent of whatever leads to support lean six sigma software development can be endorsed to SDF1, SDF2, SDF5, SDF10 and
STF1 significantly.
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Conjoint predictive value of these resource flexibility variables for elimination of waste is 61.00 percent. The analysis depicts that the
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SDF1, SDF2, SDF10, STF1 and STF5 have emerged to be significant predictors of LSS8. Collective conjoint predictive value of these
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conjoint predictive value of SDF1, SDF2, SDF10 and STF1 for LSS2 is 52.12 percent. So 52.12 percent of whatever leads to increase in
continuous improvement is attributable to these four variables. Two variables SDF1, SDF2 contribute significantly towards achieving
defects free software. The value of illustrates that conjoint predictive value of these two variables towards zero defects is 37.21
percent. Five variables SDF1, SDF2, SDF5, SDF10 and STF1 significantly contribute 67.24 percent towards just in time deliveries LSS4.
Six parameters SDF1, SDF4, SDF5,SDF10, STF1 and STF2 have emerged to be significant predictors of pull of raw data LSS5. Conjoint
predictive value of these variables for pull of raw data’s is 70.72 percent. Five variables SDF1, SDF2, SDF10, STF1and STF5 have
emerged to be significant predictors of multifunctional software teams LSS6. Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables
for multifunctional software teams is 72.59 percent. Four variables, SDF1, SDF8, STF1, STF7 have emerged to be significant predictors
of decentralization LSS7. Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables for decentralization is 58.06 percent. Five variables
SDF1, SDF2, SDF10, STF1 and STF5 have emerged to be significant predictors of LSS8. Collective conjoint predictive value of these
variables for LSS8 is 67.73 percent. Four variables SDF1, SDF4, SDF5 and STF3 have emerged to be significant predictors of LSS9.
Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables for vertical information systems is 53.44 percent. Five variables
SDF1,SDF2,SDF5,SDF10 and STF1 have emerged to be significant predictors of overall lean six sigma software development LSS.
Collective conjoint predictive value of these variables for lean six sigma software development is 76.04 percent. It is inferred that
76.04 percent of whatever leads to support lean six sigma software development can be endorsed to SDF1, SDF2, SDF5, SDF10 and
STF1 significantly.
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5. CONCLUSION
The present research provides the most important parameters to the software managers for evaluate the status of software resource
flexibility and lean six sigma software development. The overall software developer flexibility achieved by the company is 73.00
percent. The software company has focused on the software productivity effectiveness due to change as highest level as of 85.10
percent through centering on the regular software training of developers at a level of 81.00 percent about the new software,
methods and to handle multitask jobs at a level of 80.00 percent. Price effectiveness of software developers over project change is
attained at a level of 77.50 percent. The developers cooperate 77.50 percent in achieving software production targets and 76.00
percent developers are able to develop on different platforms. Programming skill level of developers to perform different project is
71.00 percent while 70.00 percent developers are reliable over project change. 65.00 percent of software production developers are
able to do autonomous software maintenance however only 43.00 percent developers have positive attitude towards change. The
overall software tool flexibility achieved by the company is72.30percent. 88.30 percent tools are reliable over project change and on
85.30 percent tools and operations can be easily changed without wasting much duration and effort. 78.80 percent tools do not
obsolete with introduction of new software products and 69.00 percent tools are also capable to perform diverse set of operations.
65.10 percent tools are not price effective for same type of operations and 62.00 percent tools can be set up or changeover from
one operation to other with same ease. Software tool productivity varies from tool to tool and only 47.70 percent tools are capable
to perform at uniform software productivity. The software company has realized 77.50 percent lean six sigma software
developments. The software company successfully develops 82.00 percent multifunctional software development teams and attains
a level of 81.70 percent for continuous improvement to achieve lean six sigma software development. The company also eliminates
81.70 percent waste from different areas through integrating 78.60 percent functions, 77.20 percent decentralization, 69.00 percent
vertical information systems. The company has also executed 76.70 percent just in time through attaining 67.40 percent pull of raw
data’s. The firm has achieved 64.20 percent zero defects concept. Conjoint contribution of different variables of software resource
flexibility towards different variables of lean six sigma software development is positive. It is inferred that 76.04 percent of lean six
sigma software development is endorsed by software resource flexibility. Thus, the analysis of multiple regression validate the
positive and significant impact of software resource flexibility variables on lean six sigma software development.

The present research highlights the fact that it is possible to plan for software resource flexibility keeping lean six sigma software
development in mind. Therefore, it is concluded that there is a broad scope to focus upon the strategies which can change the
attitude of software developers towards change positively. More software tools should be installed which are having uniform
software productivity even change of operations and operators. There is also a tremendous scope to achieve higher degree of lean
six sigma software development by executing zero defects concept holistically. Present research will help the software practitioners
to identify the meager points in software development system to manage resource flexibility by executing the different variables
hierarchically according to their importance and realization of price cutting through optimum utilization of resources. The present
research is limited to only software developer and software tools as the elements of software resource flexibility. Other resources
may also be included to calculate overall software resource flexibility in the future research works.
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